HOW PATIENTCARE ENABLED THE CLINIC OF TOMORROW DURING COVID-19?

Priority during this time of uncertainty is to ensure physicians have the tools they
need to take care of patients — and that patients have access to the highest quality of
care. We know that patients with cardiovascular diseases are among those most at
risk from the virus, with significantly higher mortality rates. When your needs change,
your system should too. Patients can now have access to monitoring right from their
homes, without having to visit a clinic or hospital, and physicians have smarter
actionable data at their fingertips to provide timely, informed clinical decisions.

Joe Sasson, Executive Vice President-Ventures MedAxiom, sits with Dr Ziad Issa,
Executive director of Cardiac Electrophysiology at the Prairie Heart Institute of Illinois,
to discuss how PatientCare Remote Cardiac Monitoring Platform helped assist
patients who needed prescriptions and follow up without compromising care and
generate revenue amid the COVID-19 pandemi

PATIENTCARE ENABLED CLINIC OF TOMORROW

EFFICIENTLY BUILDING REPORTS
INDEPENDENTLY
Designed for use with the BodyGuardian® portfolio, PatientCare is a self-managed,
cloud-based, HIPAA-compliant platform that allows you to gather, interpret and
manage near real-time patient data independently in a rapid manner. Now you can
have the patient information you need, when and where you need it. When necessary,
PatientCare can also be integrated with EMR systems that house information about
patients and their care plans.
A subtle change in cardiac arrhythmias can be missed and lead to rapid deterioration.
When your needs change, your system should too. Whether you are across the
hospital, or across town — you’ll always have smarter actionable data at your
fingertips to provide timely, informed clinical decisions.

MONITOR REMOTELY—RESPOND PROACTIVELY
Make better informed decisions and prioritize care

Mine clinical data and conduct research activities

Have eyes on more patients than ever before

Customize workflows and reports

Focus on the patients who need you most

Modify monitoring to fit custom payer requirements

INDEPENDENT SOLUTION

LEVERAGING OUR CAPABILITIES

MONITORING FOR VITAL SIGNS

We are committed to expanding the capabilities of
the platform by identifying the most important
issues to you and create solutions to simplify what
you do every day. You can efficiently build telemetry
reports independently.

To give you peace of mind, we offer various optional
services such as: 24-hour critical, serious or stable
event notification, ship anytime-anywhere, hook-up
assistance, monitor support and troubleshooting
services.

Additional sensors can be used in conjunction to
collect and remotely monitor vital signs such as:
ECG, heart rate, activity level, blood pressure, weight,
blood glucose and peripheral capillary oxygen
saturation (SpO2).
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Caution: U.S. Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

REMOTE PATIENT MONITORING

CARE COORDINATION

IMPROVED CLINICAL OUTCOMES

BODYGUARDIAN® MINI FROM PREVENTICE
Intended Use: The sensor is intended for adult and pediatric patients who require vital sign monitoring be it inside or outside hospital, or healthcare facility environment. The
sensor does not provide interpretive statements. Final interpretation and diagnosis is the responsibility of a physician. Safety Precautions: Do not disassemble, try to repair,
or modify sensor. Sensor does not have any electrical stimulation capabilities. The sensor does not directly provide diagnosis as a supervising physician is responsible for
ECG data interpretation. Contraindications: The sensor is contraindicated for those patients requiring attended, in-hospital monitoring for life threatening arrhythmias
Warnings: Do not attempt self-diagnosis or self-treatment based on acquired data. Not suitable for use in MRI environment. The device is not intended to be used at the
same time with high frequency (HF) surgical equipment or with a defibrillator. Patients who have active implantable medical device (like heart pacemaker and so on), should
consult supervising physician or doctor before use. To avoid danger of electrical shock and electromagnetic disturbances, the computer and associated equipment used with
the ECG Sensor should comply with IEC/EN 60950 (IT and office equipment safety) or EN60601-1 (Medical electrical equipment safety) standard. If a computer that does
not comply with the IEC/EN 60601-1 requirements is used in the patient environment, the computer and peripherals must be plugged in using an isolation transformer that
fulfills the requirement.

